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Exelon Generation 
4300 Winfield Road 
Warrenville, IL 60555 

630 657 2000 Office 

RS-14-282 	 10 CFR 50.90 
October 7, 2014 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTN: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

LaSalle County Station, Units 1 and 2 
Facility Operating License Nos. NPF-11 and NPF-18 
NRC Docket Nos. 50-373 and 50-374 

Subject: 	Additional Information Related to License Amendment Request to Revise 
Peak Calculated Primary Containment Internal Pressure 

References: 1) Letter from D. M. Gullott (Exelon Generation Company, LLC) to U. S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "License Amendment Request to Revise Peak 
Calculated Primary Containment Internal Pressure," dated 
September 5, 2013 

2) Letter from D. M. Gullott (Exelon Generation Company, LLC) to U. S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, "Response to Request for Additional Information 
Related to License Amendment Request to Revise Peak Calculated Primary 
Containment Internal Pressure," dated June 12, 2014 

3) Letter from B. Purnell (U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission) to M. J. Pacilio 
(Exelon Generation Company, LLC), "LaSalle County Station, Units 1 and 2 — 
Request for Additional Information Regarding License Amendment Request 
to Revise Containment Peak Pressure (TAC Nos. MF2690 and MF2691)," 
dated September 11,2014 

In Reference 1, Exelon Generation Company, LLC (EGC) submitted a license amendment 
request for LaSalle County Station (LSCS), Units 1 and 2, to revise the peak calculated primary 
containment internal pressure for the design basis loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) described in 
TS 5.5.13, "Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program." The peak calculated 
primary containment internal pressure, Pa, would be increased from 39.9 psig to 42.6 psig. 
The proposed increase in Pa  is the result of a LOCA Drywell Temperature sensitivity analysis 
performed by General Electric Hitachi (GEH). EGC supplemented Reference 1 by letter dated 
June 12, 2014 (Reference 2). 

In Reference 3, the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requested additional 
information to complete its review of the proposed license amendment request. The Attachment 
to this letter provides the requested information. 
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EGC has reviewed the information supporting a finding of no significant hazards consideration, 
and the environmental consideration, that were previously provided to the NRC in Attachment 1 
of Reference 1. The additional information provided in this submittal does not affect the bases 
for concluding that the proposed license amendment request does not involve a significant 
hazards consideration. In addition, the additional information provided in this submittal does not 
affect the bases for concluding that neither an environmental impact statement nor an 
environmental assessment needs to be prepared in connection with the proposed amendment. 

There are no regulatory commitments contained within this letter. Should you have any questions 
concerning this letter, please contact Ms. Lisa A. Simpson at (630) 657-2815. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on the 7th 
day of October 2014. 

Respectfully, 

- 

David M. Gullott 
Manager — Licensing 
Exelon Generation Company, LLC 

Attachment: Response to Request for Additional Information 

cc: 	NRC Regional Administrator, Region III 
NRC Senior Resident Inspector, LaSalle County Station 
Illinois Emergency Management Agency — Division of Nuclear Safety 



ATTACHMENT 
Response to Request for Additional Information 

By letter dated September 5, 2013, Exelon Generation Company, LLC (EGO) submitted a 
license amendment request (LAR) for LaSalle County Station (LSCS), Units 1 and 2, to revise 
the peak calculated primary containment internal pressure for the design basis loss-of-coolant 
accident (LOCA) described in TS 5.5.13, "Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing 
Program." The peak calculated primary containment internal pressure, Pa, would be increased 
from 39.9 to 42.6 psig. EGO supplemented the September 2013 LAR by letter dated 
June 12, 2014. In a letter dated September 11, 2014, the NRC requested additional information 
to complete its review of the proposed LAR. 

NRC RAI-1: 

Background 

The current containment design-basis accident (DBA) analysis for LSCS is described in 
Section 6.2.1.1.3 of the updated final safety analysis report. Initial conditions for this analysis 
include the maximum drywell and suppression chamber pressure and the maximum drywell air 
temperature. These initial conditions are included in Technical Specification (TS) 3.6.1.4, 
"Drywell and Suppression Chamber Pressure," and TS 3.6.1.5, "Drywell Air Temperature,'' 
respectively, as they satisfy Criterion 2 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), 
Section 50.36(c)(2)(ii). The Bases for TS 3.6.1.4 states that the initial pressure limitation 
requirements ensure that peak primary containment pressure for a DBA LOCA [loss-of-coolant 
accident] does not exceed the design value of 45 psig." 

The application indicates that the Pa  is higher when using a lower drywell temperature than the 
maximum drywell temperature allowed by TS 3.6.1.5. The application states that the revised Pa  
was determined using an initial drywell temperature of 98 degrees Fahrenheit (°F). In RAI-5, 
the NRC staff noted that the TSs contain a maximum drywell air temperature but do not contain 
a minimum drywell air temperature. In response to RAI-5, the licensee stated that a TS 
minimum drywell air temperature is not required based on the following data summary: 

• The bulk average Drywell temperature is maintained > 100 °F when the reactor power 
is 90% CLTP [current licensed thermal power]. The containment analysis used a 
lower initial Drywell temperature (i.e., 98 °F) to provide conservatism. 

• A review of historical data indicates that the bulk average Drywell temperature is less 
than 100 °F at low power levels (i.e., <40% CLTP). 

Without a minimum drywell temperature limit, the TSs do not reflect the complete range of initial 
conditions used for the containment DBA analysis. The summary of historical data is insufficient 
to demonstrate that the revised Pa  will bound the full range of operations permitted by the TSs. 
Thus, the licensee has not adequately demonstrated that the current TSs will ensure that the 
peak primary containment pressure for a DBA LOCA does not exceed the design value. 

Request 

Demonstrate that the proposed Pa  will not be exceeded for the full range of operations permitted 
by TSs for Modes 1, 2, and 3. Provide a detailed analysis of any historical information used to 
support this claim. The response should: 
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a. Explain how operations with a drywell air temperature less than 98 °F are not possible 
within specific modes or range of power levels. 

b. Explain how operations at a drywell air temperature less than 98 °F, outside those 
specific modes or range of power levels, will result in a lower Pa. 

Alternatively, provide a proposed TS changes to add a minimum drywell air temperature 
requirement, consistent with the analysis described in the application, along with a summary 
statement of the bases or reasons for such specification. 

EGC Response to NRC RAI-1: 

EGC understands the question regarding the possibility of the initial Drywell temperature being 
less than 98 °F when a postulated accident (LOCA) occurs. The corresponding issue is the 
impact on the peak accident (LOCA) Drywell pressure Pa  and the possibility of exceeding the 
42.6 psig value. NRC RAI-1 requests EGC to demonstrate that during the full range of 
operations permitted by TS, 42.6 psig represents the bounding peak accident (LOCA) Drywell 
pressure Pa. 

EGC's response to this request consists of the following three parts: 

1) The results of parametric studies that evaluate the impact of reactor power upon 
the peak accident (LOCA) Drywell pressure Pa  — These results show that there is a 
direct relationship between reactor power and the peak accident (LOCA) Drywell 
pressure Pa. As reactor power increases, the peak accident (LOCA) Drywell pressure Pa  
correspondingly increases. 

2) The results of an evaluation of the impact of initial Drywell temperature upon the 
peak accident (LOCA) Drywell pressure P. — These results show there is an inverse, 
linear relationship between initial Drywell temperature and the peak accident (LOCA) 
Drywell pressure Pa  As initial Drywell temperature increases, the resultant peak 
accident (LOCA) Drywell pressure Pa  correspondingly decreases. 

3) The results of a study examining historical data of the bulk average Drywell 
temperature (BADT) — These results shown that during power operation the BADT is 
typically much greater than 98 °F. The review of historical data found that the BADT is 
greater than 100 °F, except at low reactor power levels. 

EGC Response to Part 1  

In support of Operability Evaluation OE 11-002 and the LAR submitted September 5, 2013, 
EGC had General Electric Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) perform parametric studies evaluating 
the impact of reactor power level upon the peak accident (LOCA) Drywell pressure Pa. The 
parametric studies are documented in GEH Report GEH-0000-0149-2311-R0, Revision 0, dated 
August 2012. 

The relationship between reactor power level and peak post-accident Drywell pressure is shown 
in the following figure and table. 
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EGO Response to Part 2 

Additionally, in support of Operability Evaluation OE 11-002 and the LAR submitted 
September 5, 2013, EGO had GEH determine the relationship between initial Drywell 
temperature and peak accident (LOCA) Drywell pressure Pa. An equation expressing this linear 
relationship for the GEH 2012 analysis results is: 

P = -0.0351T+ 46.043 

where: 

P= peak Drywell pressure, Pa (psig) 
T-= initial Drywell temperature (°F) 

This relationship is defined and documented in EGO EC 385925, Revision 1. 
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The information described in Parts 1 and 2 above was evaluated to determine the relationship 
between the initial Drywell temperature and reactor power upon the peak accident (LOCA) 
Drywell pressure Pa  The results are shown in the following graph. 

Effect of Mita' DW Temp & Rx Power on Peak DW Press 

60 	65 	70 	75 	80 	85 	90 	95 	100 

Initial DW Temp (F) 

Based on a study evaluating the effect of the initial Drywell temperature and reactor power upon 
the Peak accident pressure Pa  (Reference EC 385925, Revision 1), to exceed the peak accident 
pressure of 42.6 psig when the initial Drywell temperature is 80 °F, reactor power must be 
greater than approximately 91%. 

EGO Response to Part 3 

In addition to the analytical evaluations discussed above, EGO reviewed plant historical data to 
identify the bulk average Drywell temperature (BADT) for both Unit 1 and Unit 2. This review is 
documented in Engineering Change (EC) 397613, Revision 0. The time periods selected cover 
the past three outages for each Unit: 

Unit 1: February 2010 to March 2014 
Unit 2: January 2009 to March 2013 

For the selected time periods, the BADTs were examined in one-hour increments. This 
corresponds to approximately 36,000 data sets for each Unit. The below figures are histograms 
showing the distribution of the BADTs while each Unit is operating in Mode 1, "Power 
Operation." 
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As the above figures show, during Mode 1 power operation the BADT is typically much greater 
than 98 °F. 

The review of historical data found that the BADT is greater than 100 °F, except at low reactor 
power levels. The highest historical power level associated with a BADT of 100 °F is provided 
in the following table. 

Unit Power when BADT 
reaches 100 °F 

% of CLTP 
(3546 MWt) 

1 725 MWt 20% 
2 1,355 MWt 38% 
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EGC also reviewed plant historical data for Modes 2 and 3. The review considered the same 
time periods (i.e., February 2010 to March 2014 for Unit 1 and January 2009 to March 2013 for 
Unit 2). The data shows the following: 

Unit 
Bulk Avg Drywell 

Temperature 
Power 

% of CLTP 
1 79 °F to 100 °F 0 % t o 4 % 
2 82 °F to 100 °F 0 °/0 t o 8 % 

The following two figures show the actual current licensed thermal power for each unit when the 
BADT was less than 100 °F and the unit was in the TS 3.6.1.5, "Drywell Air Temperature," 
Modes of Applicability (i.e., Modes 1, 2 and 3) for the same time periods (i.e., February 2010 to 
March 2014 for Unit 1 and January 2009 to March 2013 for Unit 2). Note that at no point during 
the periods of time evaluated was the BADT less than 79 °F while in the Modes of Applicability. 
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CLTP vs. BADT <100°F 
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Conclusion 

The analytical evaluations of the relationship and impact of reactor power and initial Drywell 
temperature on peak accident (LOCA) pressure Pa  show that even at a reactor power of 
approximately 91% and an initial Drywell temperature of 80 °F, the peak accident pressure of 
42.6 psig will not be exceeded. The historical data shows that these conditions have not existed 
and are not expected to exist. 

Based on the evaluations and historical data presented above, EGS concludes that the 
proposed Pa  will not be exceeded for the full range of operations permitted by TSs for Modes 1, 
2, and 3. Further, EGC concludes that 42.6 psig represents the bounding peak accident 
(LOCA) Drywell pressure Pa  during the full range of operations. 

NRC RAI-2: 

Background 

In RAI-4.B of the April 10, 2014, letter, the NRC staff requested that the licensee provide the 
latest combined Types B and C test summations at the new Pa. In its response, the licensee 
provided the as-left minimum pathway leakage results for refueling outages L1R14 and L2R14, 
but not the as-found results. 
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Request 

Provide the as-found leakage minimum pathway results for refueling outages Li R14 and 
L2R14. 

EGC Response to NRC RAI-2: 

The as-found leakage minimum pathway results for refueling outages L1R14 and L2R14 are 
provided in the following table. For completeness, the as-left values, which were provided in the 
EGO response to RAI-4.1D dated June 12, 2014, are also provided. 

Type B & C Local Leak Rate Test Results 

Min Test 
Pressure 

When 
Performed As-Found As-Left  

Unit 1 40.85 psig L1R14 (2012) 
Min Path 	104.32 scfh Min Path 	101.23 scfh 

Max Path 	206.39 scfh 

Unit 2 40.61 psig L2R14 (2013) 
Min Path 	110.37 scfh Min Path 	73.38 scfh 

Max Path 	160.93 scfh 
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